
Activity:

Put participants in small groups and assign a facilitator in

each group. The facilitator will learn a mental health strategy

listed in the bubbles below, then the facilitator will walk

through the mental health strategy with the group, and lead

them in practicing the strategy.

Informal safety meetings are sometimes called “Tool Box Talks”, “Tool Box

Meetings”, “Huddles” or other names specified by the organization.  Regardless of

their name, Informal Safety Meetings are a quick way to pass along safety

information to your employees on a regular basis.  Informal Safety Meetings give

the supervisor a chance to talk about an important safety topic at the beginning

of the work shift. Each meeting should be recorded on a meeting minutes form

with a list of all the attendees and the topic that was covered. This is a great way

to make safety a part of the workday.  Mental health safety is a vital part of the

workday as well.  Therefore, Service Hospitality has created this activity for

students to take some time to discuss/participate/learn/reflect in a way to build

positive mental health.  

Meditate

Calming Strategies

Journal your gratefulness

Create a wall of gratitude

Solve a puzzle – crossword, jigsaw      

Collect and share inspirational

thoughts     

Share thoughts -  positive or negative   

 Call a friend

Energizing Strategies

Drink water!

Stretch at your desk/work station

Put some play into the day - golf

Compliment a friend, family 

member, or co-worker

Have a healthy snack 

Relaxation Strategies 

 

Team Stretch – find a place

to stretch together    

Do some Yoga

Mindful Breathing

Take a break and relax with a fidget

Create a craft or puzzle area for

quick breaks

Send a comic to a friend

Watch a funny video

Give – a smile, a hug, 

a high-five, a compliment😊


